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ABOUT DENISE HUMMEL
Denise Pirrotti Hummel, J.D., is the Founder and
Chief Executive Officer of Lead Inclusively, Inc., a
firm devoted to empowering diverse people to
accelerate innovation and achieve the business
results that make diversity & inclusion an
economic imperative.
She was named the world's leader in Diversity &
Inclusion by Marshall Goldsmith and is particularly
passionate about advancing female leaders. Ms.
Hummel is a TED Talk finalist and a member of
Marshall Goldsmith’s legacy 100 Coaches.
Ms. Hummel is a serial entrepreneur, having sold
her cross-cultural business, Universal Consensus,
LLC, to Ernst & Young, LLP, where she became a
Principal leading Culture, Inclusion, and
Innovation for the firm. Prior to that she practiced
employment law and international mergers &
acquisitions.
In addition to performing some of the largest
people integrations in the country, Ms. Hummel
also tried and won the first class action under the
Americans With Disabilities Act in the 1990s.

ABOUT

LEAD INCLUSIVELY
Lead Inclusively, Inc. is a
full-service Diversity &
Inclusion company with nextpractice AI technology that is
transforming the way our enterprise
clients Start, Scale and Sustain their
D&I efforts.

Lead Inclusively is the world
leader in Diversity & Inclusion,
offering consulting services as
well as scalable technology to
support and sustain enterprise
clients that are transforming to
an inclusive culture. The Inclusion
Virtual Coach® App utilizes
nudge messaging and A.I. to
deliver state-of-the-art learning,
in real time, focused on
the leader’s priorities.

Visit our website www.leadinclusively.com for more
information about our services.

Email us at info@leadinclusively.com for inquiries.

A CONVERSATION
WITH DENISE
1. While D&I has been gaining steam in recent
years, it seems like in a way, D&I has always been
a part of your life. How did you get so invested?

2. Why is Diversity and Inclusion so important for
companies in 2019 and beyond?

3. What has gone right so far in D&I and where
does the D&I field need to improve most?

4. How can new technology advances contribute
to progress in the Diversity & Inclusion space?

5. Who bears the greatest responsibility for
workplace diversity if we are to achieve equality?

6. Can you describe the connection between
inclusion and general workplace happiness?
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